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The history of Bucharest is haunted by a multiplicity of canine figures, some more
visible than others, commonly split into two categories based on their relationship
with a human “owner”. Tracing this dichotomy and its uses, dog-without-an-owner
emerges as a heterogeneous group of nonhuman subjects: strays, vagabonds,
mongrels, homeless dogs, street dogs, community dogs; the same goes for
dogs-with-an-owner – guard dogs, companion dogs, utilitarian dogs. In order to
highlight this multiplicity of relations, in the exhibition Of Canines and Concrete, we
mobilise and explore the possibility of translating their plurality into a multimedia
installation that decenters the human, where we are gazed at, not only the ones who
gaze. The porcelain dogs perform gesture-words, they temporally freeze
non-linguistic, embodied, and affective communication. From this entanglement of
historical and quotidian relations, we channel the figuration of the community dog
that carefully navigates human and canine norms, that lives neither independently,
nor codependently, but inter-dependently, and with which we build relations of care
outside the realm of private space and the nuclear family.

uncontrolled.

stirring anxiety.

beyond private space.

beyond racial classification.

free, abandoned.

To counter the violent imaginary often attached to street dog communities, we
require new speculative strategies and practices of recollection in order to
re-articulate and dis-articulate in the present the complex, canine-human, history of
Mântuleasa neighbourhood and its surroundings. We navigate historical instances,
but also affective encounters, reluctance, fear, care, love, that model the relations
between dogs, the city, and humans. When the passers-by snatched the wooden
pieces of the Mântuleasa fence hundreds of years ago, fear remattered the
neighbourhood’s configuration; when we search for the presence of community



dogs in present-day Mântuleasa, we reconcile the image of the aggressive
encounter, installed in our instincts and activated in the body.

In the video work, we start from archive media footage about the two periods of
street dog euthanasia in Bucharest (2001 and 2013). Most often, interactions with
ownerless dogs take place still within a scopic regime, where humans are scared to
provoke aggressive encounters. The observational sequences that follow Puiu, the
community dog of the area, suggest the inhabitants’ practice of becoming aware of
his presence from a distance. Puiu, however, initiates intimacy; his presence in the
gallery emphasises the confusion regarding the public or private good status of
contemporary art spaces, raising the question of their accessibility to the
non/humans that occupy marginal subject positions. Even if pets are usually
welcome in art exhibitions, it is precisely Puiu’s status as a common-breed-dog that
spatially troubles the artworld’s class arrangements. More so, Puiu’s presence
brings about gestures of affection, unexpected moments in the body language of
gallery visitors.

specula group is an artistic and editorial collective based in Bucharest. Their work
delves into documenting speculation as an important proposition for rethinking
naturecultures, contaminating rationality with fantasy, science with imagination,
knowledge with affects. The group is currently developing the decentralised editorial
framework Specula Magazine, that encourages effort, error, vulnerability.

The installation Of Canines and Concrete represents a collaborative work made by
members Irina Bobei, Mircea Andrei Florea, and Maria Persu.
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